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An Egyptian artist, Samar Hassanein, has spread colours and prints of her favourite art medium all over the region ...
Egyptian artist Samar Hassanein enhances the art of batik on fabric with her work
A fragment of linen from the wrap of a 2,300-year-old ancient Egyptian mummy matches a piece found in the US, revealing spells from the Book of the Dead.
Linen From an Egyptian Mummy Reveals Book of The Dead Spells
Despite living more than 3,000 kilometers away from Egypt, when 22-year-old illustrator and graphic communication design student Farida Eltigi was assigned a project titled ‘Design
and the Collective ...
How an Egyptian Graphic Designer’s Work Brings Her Closer to Home
The artist's paintings provide a unique insight into the enduring culture of his homeland Most of us probably haven’t heard of Mahmoud Saïd but his life and work were exceptional.
Born in 1897, Saïd ...
Egyptian modernist artist, Mahmoud Saïd
This is the intricate craft of ‘Khoos’It involves weaving palm fronds into bags, boxes, and basketsKamela Ahmed first learnt the craft when she was a young childLocation: Fayoum,
Egypt(SOUNDBITE) ...
The art of 'Khoos' sustains this Egyptian village
Sumter's famous National Guard artillery unit which saw continuous service in Africa, Sicily and Italy during the recent war is now ready to reorganize. The unit here has been
redesignated Battery "C" ...
Yesteryear by Sammy Way: Art Gallery demonstrates Egyptian painting technique; China natives get approval to become American citizens
Egyptian rock band Massar Egbari will give a live concert on Wednesday 21 July at Cairo's Zamalek Theatre. Founded in 2005, Massar Egbari is one of the leading independent bands
i ...
Art Alert: Egyptian popular rock band Massar Egbari to give Eid concert at Zamalek Theatre
Musée Champollion in the south east of France—once owned by descendants of Egyptologist Jean-François Champollion’s family—is also exhibiting 82 artefacts on loan from the
Louvre ...
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Museum dedicated to the man who deciphered the hieroglyphics opens in France—full of Ancient Egyptian treasures
Egyptian YouTuber Ahmed Samir, known for his 1+ million-subscriber YouTube channel Egychology, has partnered with regional podcast company Kerning Cultures Network to
launch a new podcast titled ‘A ...
Science Geeks, Rejoice: New Egyptian Podcast Will Tackle All Things Science
Following one-year hiatus, French Institute will celebrate World Music Day in Egypt on Thursday, 20 June at Cairo's Saladin Citadel ...
Art Alert: France's Fête de la Musique at Cairo's Citadel, Thursday
The discovery joins two long separated pieces of an ancient shroud together virtually, one from the Getty Institute in California, the other from the Teece Museum in New Zealand.
Egyptian mummy wrap linen fragments in New Zealand matched to those in the US
The Egyptian ambassador to Brasília, Wael Ahmed Kamal Aboulmagd, had an intense schedule this week to open dialogue with different sectors in São Paulo, the capital city of the
namesake state. “On the ...
Egyptian Ambassador opens dialogues in São Paulo
The state-of-the-art engineering of today can take you to see state-of-the-art engineering from more than 4,000 years ago. Digital Giza, The Giza Project at Harvard University
(giza.fas.harvard.edu), ...
Walk like an Egyptian
Warren figured examining the Egyptian mummy—a gift from a patron that had been placed in the hospital’s surgical ward to collect quarters from gawkers—would advance
knowledge of the ancients. He ...
The thorny ethics of displaying Egyptian mummies to the public
Northampton Museum & Art Gallery has revealed the results of its £6.7m redevelopment seven years after the sale of an Egyptian statue saw it stripped of its Accreditation and
barred from membership of ...
Northampton Museum & Art Gallery unveils revamp funded by Sekhemka sale
Project Art continues from July 16 to July 30. Project Art returns to Zabeel House by Jumeirah, The Greens for its third edition. art hotel, hospitality news, hotel news, zabeel house,
Zabeel House by ...
Project Art returns to Zabeel House by Jumeirah, The Greens for its third edition
What can film studies bring to the study of Arab culture, politics, and history? The past ten years have seen an increase in historical, theoretical, and methodological exchanges
between Middle East ...
Arab Americans in Film: From Hollywood and Egyptian Stereotypes to Self-Representation
PRNewswire-PRWeb/ -- "The Egyptian gods no longer have the power they once possessed. However, they are frozen in time in the ancient temples ...
New book gives readers a refreshing look at Egyptian mythology, astrology and the ancient teachings of Egyptian mystery schools
Egypt - MillenniumIT (UK), a leading technology solutions provider and part of the London Stock Exchange Group, and the Egyptian Exchange (EGX), on Wednesday announced that
they have entered into a ...
MillenniumIT deal with Egyptian Exchange
Taiko Dubai will show off The Arcane Series for a month. Sofitel Dubai The Obelisk restaurant showcases David Bowie art. dubai, hotel, news, restaurants. Food & Beverage.

In this introduction, Jaromir Malek, an internationally respected authority, deftly traces Egyptian art from its prehistoric origins through 3000 years of astonishing achievements in the
era of the pharaohs to the conquest of Egypt by the Romans. He outlines artistic trends in each period, linking them to economic, political and spiritual developments, and discusses
the full range of artistic output: monumental architecture, sculpture, wall-reliefs and paintings, furniture, jewellery, papyri and pottery. He concludes with a fascinating account of
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Egypt's influence on modern art. Illustrations document the immense variety and superb quality of the art and architecture of one of the world's great civilizations.
From the mysterious land of the pharaohs comes the inspiration for this magnificent collection of fine art stickers. Sixteen authentic images, all adapted from elaborate artworks
found in the tombs and temples of ancient Egypt, depict female musicians, priests officiating at a funeral, a portrait of a high-born lady, as well as paintings from the Temple of
Hatshepsut in Deir el Bahari; the Tomb of Nefertari in the Valley of the Queens; the Tomb of Ramses III in Thebes; and many others. Ideal for adding an eye-catching, decorative
touch to almost any flat surface, these attractive stickers will also appeal to lovers of all things Egyptian. Original Dover (2000) publication."
Explores the variety of arts produced in Egypt over a span of 3,500 years. Examing the stories behind these objects and buildings, Riggs looks not only at what they can tell us about
ancient Egyptian life, but also how their legacy continues to shape the contemporary world.
An insightful volume delving into the enduringly compelling art of ancient Egypt, from a new historical perspective The art and architecture of Egypt during the age of the pharaohs
continue to capture the imagination of the modern world. Among the great creative achievements of ancient Egypt are a set of constant forms: archetypes in art and architecture in
which the origins of concepts such as authority, divinity, beauty, and meaning are readily discernible. Whether adapted to fine, delicate jewelry or colossal statues, these forms
maintain a human face—with human ideas and emotions. These artistic templates, and the ideas they articulated, were refined and reinvented through dozens of centuries, until
scenes first created for the earliest kings, around 3000 BCE, were eventually used to represent Roman emperors and the last officials of pre-Christian Egypt. Bill Manley’s account of
the art of ancient Egypt draws on the finest works through more than 3,000 years and places celebrated masterpieces, from the Narmer palette to Tutankhamun’s gold mask, in their
original contexts in the tombs, temples, and palaces of the pharaohs and their citizens.
A Companion to Ancient Egyptian Art presents a comprehensive collection of original essays exploring key concepts, critical discourses, and theories that shape the discipline of
ancient Egyptian art. • Winner of the 2016 PROSE Award for Single Volume Reference in the Humanities & Social Sciences • Features contributions from top scholars in their
respective fields of expertise relating to ancient Egyptian art • Provides overviews of past and present scholarship and suggests new avenues to stimulate debate and allow for
critical readings of individual art works • Explores themes and topics such as methodological approaches, transmission of Egyptian art and its connections with other cultures,
ancient reception, technology and interpretation, • Provides a comprehensive synthesis on a discipline that has diversified to the extent that it now incorporates subjects ranging
from gender theory to ‘X-ray fluorescence’ and ‘image-based interpretations systems’
A survey of almost 3000 years of Egyptian art and architecture.
She also considers for the first time how, in general, the use of a grid system influenced composition as a whole. Numerous line drawings of paintings and reliefs with superimposed
grids, either derived from actual grid traces surviving on monuments, or calculated according to the systems used by the Egyptians themselves, illustrate the text.
"This catalogue is published in conjunction with the exhibition 'The Dawn of Egyptian Art' on view at the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York from April 10 to August 5, 2012"--T.p.
verso.
Annotation. This enchanted tour of Egyptian art by one of its early explorers is one of the most beautiful modern works on ancient Egyptian art. Prisse d'Avennes' monumental work,
first published in Paris over a ten-year period between 1868 and 1878, includes the only surviving record of many lost artifacts.
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